In cells, DNA is routinely subjected to significant levels of bending and twisting. In some cases, such as under physiological levels of supercoiling, DNA can be so highly strained, that it transitions into non-canonical structural conformations that are capable of relieving mechanical stress within the template. DNA minicircles offer a robust model system to study stress-induced DNA structures. Using DNA minicircles on the order of 100 bp in size, we have been able to control the bending and torsional stresses within a looped DNA construct. Through a combination of cryo-EM image reconstructions, Bal31 sensitivity assays and Brownian dynamics simulations, we have been able to analyze the effects of biologically relevant underwindinginduced kinks in DNA on the overall shape of DNA minicircles. Our results indicate that strongly underwound DNA minicircles, which mimic the physical behavior of small regulatory DNA loops, minimize their free energy by undergoing sequential, cooperative kinking at two sites that are located about 180 apart along the periphery of the minicircle. This novel form of structural cooperativity in DNA demonstrates that bending strain can localize hyperflexible kinks within the DNA template, which in turn reduces the energetic cost to tightly loop DNA.
INTRODUCTION
It is now well-established that DNA in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells is at least transiently in a negatively supercoiled state (1) . DNA supercoiling has been shown to play direct roles in a host of critical cellular processes, including DNA replication, recombination and gene expression (2) . An important feature of supercoiled DNA is that the DNA helix is under torsional stress (3) . In the case of negatively supercoiled DNA, the helical structure is underwound relative to torsionally relaxed B-form DNA. DNA that is underwound to the extent normally maintained in the cell in some cases undergoes local transitions into alternative DNA structures (4) (5) (6) (7) . If the DNA template is further untwisted, the torsional energy imparted to the DNA reduces the energetic cost for DNA to transition into alternative, metastable structures, including Z-DNA (8) , H-DNA (6) and underwindingfacilitated kinks (9) (10) (11) . As further detailed below, this article focuses on consequences of strong underwinding on bending flexibility of DNA helix.
DNA regions with reduced local bending stiffness decrease the energetic cost needed to impart high degrees of bending to DNA. Some DNA-binding proteins, for example, are known to form very small DNA loops. One such protein, the lactose repressor (LacI), forms a 93-bp loop that has been shown to contain a region that has transitioned into an alternative, stress-induced DNA structure upon loop formation (12) . Should this structural transition enhance the local flexibility of DNA, the energetic cost for LacI to tightly loop DNA would naturally be reduced as well. In addition to the energetic consequences of stress-induced DNA structural transitions, alternative, non-canonical structures forming in highly untwisted DNA are potent binding sites for many gene regulatory proteins (6, 13) . However, rigorous experimental efforts seeking to directly implicate stress-induced structures in the activity of certain DNA-binding proteins require that we first develop an understanding of how these alternative structures form and how their appearance alters the mechanical properties of DNA.
Single molecule observations of DNA subjected to significant levels of torque have revealed first insights into structural transitions during which, the DNA double helix exits its elastic regime (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . Upon reaching a critical magnitude of torsional stress, a structural phase transition is initiated. This transition leads to the formation of DNA regions with non-canonical, compensatory DNA structures. If strongly untwisted, left-handed L-DNA structures are formed with a helical pitch of about 13 bp/turn (15, 20) . On the other hand, strong overtwisting of DNA produces right-handed P-DNA structures with a helical pitch of $2.7 bp/turn (14, 15) . These compensatory structures act as shock absorbers that 'store' excessive torque while allowing the rest of the molecule to maintain its regular B-DNA structure (21) . Once induced, compensatory DNA structures may dynamically respond to changing levels of torsional stress by increasing or decreasing the number of base pairs involved. Importantly, these structural transitions in DNA in response to applied mechanical stresses are in many cases cooperative (18) . We expect from previous work that underwinding-induced structural transitions will occur when the twist exceeds À0. 6 /bp (15, 18 ) and 1.8 /bp (15) for under and overwound DNA, respectively.
Despite previous efforts to characterize the detailed mechanics of torsionally destabilized DNA, there remains a fundamental gap in our understanding of how the bending mechanics of DNA relates to structural transitions occurring in torsionally stressed DNA. Since DNA in cells is typically both highly bent and twisted, it is crucial that we consider the interplay between these two fundamental, mechanical stresses and structural transitions in DNA. In addition, in order to gain perspective on the possible effects of stress-induced DNA structures might have on the activity of DNA-binding proteins, we must also determine if bending flexibility is conferred to the DNA template, and if so, to what degree. Efforts to address these important questions through direct observation have been limited by two necessary requirements that have not been satisfied in previous studies: (i) DNA must stably sustain known amounts of unwinding and bending during observation and (ii) for the DNA samples investigated, it must be possible to characterize stress-induced structural changes. Here, we seek to provide insight into this unresolved problem by directly observing DNA minicircles using cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM). Our cryo-EM observations, in conjunction with targeted nuclease sensitivity assays and Brownian dynamics simulations, have allowed us to identify and characterize the physical properties of torsional destabilizations in DNA.
DNA minicircles provide a convenient and biologically relevant model system that allows us to test the effect of torque-induced DNA transitions on DNA bending. Specifically relevant are DNA minicircles having the size of about 100 bp, since they have a similar radius of curvature as DNA gyres in nucleosomes (22) . DNA minicircles of such a small size hardly writhe in response to torsional stress as their high bending stress effectively keeps them in a nearly planar configuration (23) (24) (25) . In addition, DNA minicircles of this size can exit the elastic torsional regime as a result of an underwinding that is smaller than half of a turn (9) . Such an extent of underwinding can be easily achieved during circularization of DNA fragments with the equilibrium twist values that are sufficiently distant from an integer. We used three different DNA minicircles, each sustaining comparable levels of bending but varying levels of torsional stress. Using a DNA nuclease capable of specifically recognizing local disruptions in DNA structure, we verified that the most underwound minicircle is torsionally destabilized. Using cryo-EM, we directly observed that the underwinding-induced structures present in destabilized minicircles confer enhanced bending flexibility, approaching the flexibility of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). In addition, we performed Brownian dynamics simulations that showed that the levels of flexibility observed are likely to signify a novel mechanism for relieving torsional stress: two kinks appearing at opposing sites along the minicircle periphery. We propose a cooperative model for these structural transitions in which the appearance of one kink triggers formation of a second one through a mechanism that is mediated by bending strain within the template. Our results suggest that DNA bending can preferentially localize the transition of hyperflexible, twist-induced kinks in DNA. The interplay between DNA twisting and bending and the formation of stress-induced kinks, offers a general mechanism for the introduction of localized and well-controlled DNA flexibility that could have implications for many DNA-protein interactions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA minicircle production
DNA minicircles were prepared as previously described (26) . Briefly, the ligation-assisted minicircle accumulation technique (9) was optimized to generate high yields of intact double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) minicircles. Minicircles were formed by the annealing of two ssDNAs (species designated A and B) in which the first half of strand A is complementary to the second half of strand B. Likewise, the second half of strand A is complementary to the first half of strand B. Following annealing, the resulting population of nicked double-stranded minicircles is ligated using a thermophilic (Taq) DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, USA). Using a thermocycler, the solution is repeatedly reheated to 95 C for 20 s to melt any DNA that has not successfully formed a closed DNA minicircle, followed by quick reannealing at 4 C for 1 min and ligation at 65 C for 20 min. The solution is then purified of linear DNA using exonucleases I and III (NEB), and prepared for cryo-EM visualization without further purification.
Bal31 digestion
DNA minicircles were incubated with 0.005 U/ml Bal31 nuclease (NEB) for 10 min at 25 C. The reaction was performed in Bal31 buffer that was used at a 6-fold dilution below manufacturer's recommended buffer conditions (3.33 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl 2 , 2 mM MgCl 2 , 0.166 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 at 25 C) to approximate the ionic strength employed previously (9) . The reaction was stopped by the addition of 2Â urea loading buffer and heat inactivation at 85 C for 10 min. The products were run on pre-cast, denaturing 10% TBE-polyacrylamide gels (7 M urea) (DGel Sciences). The gel was first run at 60 V for 10 min at 55 C (controlled using a recirculating waterbath), and then at 200 V for 480 min. The gel was stained with 1Â SYBR Gold stain prior to visualization using ultraviolet trans-illumination.
Cryo-electron microscopy
Cryo-EM preparation was performed with the help from a custom-designed plunger as described in detail by Dubochet et al. (27) . In brief, the DNA minicircles at concentration of $200 mg/ml (in 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 buffer) were applied to a grid with holey carbon film. After brief blotting with paper filter, the grid was plunged into a cryogen (liquid ethane) that was pre-cooled to the temperature of approximately À160 C. After cryo-vitrification, the specimen was maintained at the temperature of liquid nitrogen during transfer and EM imaging in Philips CM12 electron microscope. The images were taken at the magnification of 45 000 using minimum dose setting and recorded with a Gatan CCD camera. For stereo pairs of images, the specimen holder was tilted by 30 between the two exposures.
3D reconstruction of DNA minicircle shapes
To reconstruct 3D shapes of DNA minicircles from stereo image pairs, we used a program developed previously (28) . The program requires that the user aligns two stereo images and then guides the program to localize the reconstructed molecule by identifying several points along the visible axial path of the DNA on both stereo images. With this setting, the program starts its routine of constructing a 3D path that maximally correlates with the signal of the two images, taking into account that the images are projections of the same filamentous object where the tilt angle between the two projections is known (29) . The reconstructed axial paths of the minicircles are expressed as lists of points with their x, y and z coordinates in relation to a given reference point. For further analysis, the reconstructed axial paths are resampled (using the spline function of Matlab) to obtain cubic spline lines determined by 150 equally spaced points along each curve.
Brownian dynamics simulations of DNA minicircles with and without hyperflexible sites
The DNA minicircles are simulated adapting Brownian dynamics model, originally proposed by Allison (30) and later improved by other groups (31, 32) . Minicircles of 34 nm in length ($100 bp) are discretized into N = 34 segments of length l 0 = 1 nm. The position of vertices and orientation of segments is monitored during the simulation with the help of local reference frames. The displacement of vertices and the rotation of segments obey the standard Brownian dynamics equations. In addition to the random thermal motion, each vertex and segment is subjected to a force field that reproduces DNA mechanics. This force field is derived from three harmonic potentials for: stretching, bending and torsional rigidity as earlier described in detail (31) . In addition, a charge is placed on each vertex, and the electrostatic interaction calculated as a Debye-Hu¨ckel potential (32) . The conditions used here, correspond to DNA molecules with a persistence length l p of 50 nm, a torsional rigidity of C = 300Â10
À21 Jnm, and 20 or 50 mM NaCl salt conditions. In real molecules, the persistence length is a product of several interactions such as stacking stabilities and electrostatic interactions, and is largely independent of the ionic conditions (in a reasonably range). For the simulation of long chains composed of long segments (10-20 nm), the electrostatic source of l p is integrated into the bending rigidity constant, and in turn, no electrostatic interactions are considered between consecutive segments. However, in the case of DNA minicircles with dimensions that are comparable with the Debye radius, this simplification is not allowed. Therefore, the electrostatic interaction is calculated for all pairs of segments with a Debye-Hu¨ckel potential, and the bending rigidity constant is reduced to conserve a persistence length of 50 nm. This reduction is of 9.2 or 10.4% for conditions corresponding to solutions with 20 or 50 mM NaCl, respectively, and is calibrated by checking the required reduction of bending rigidity required in the simulation of linear DNA chains to get an effective persistence length of 50 nm.
Molecules with a given ÁLk are simulated by subtracting, at each iteration step, a 2ÁLk/N angle from each torsion angle between consecutive segments. Molecules with one or two flexible sites are simulated by setting the persistence length of one or two oppositely situated bonds to l p = 2 nm. The iteration step is 5 ps, and 10 8 iterations were performed in each case, i.e. a total time of 500 ms. Ellipticities and bending angles were measured on 10 4 uncorrelated configurations.
RESULTS
Formation of DNA minicircles and estimations of relative torsional stresses
To investigate the effect of varying torsional stress on strongly bent DNA, we decided to study the properties of DNA minicircles with 100, 106 and 108 bp (denoted as MC100, MC106 and MC108, respectively). The complete sequence of these DNA minicircles was reported previously (26) . The sizes of these minicircles differ only by a fraction of one DNA turn, so they will acquire different levels of torsional stress upon formation of covalently closed circles. Conversely, the bending stresses sustained within these minicircles (which is necessarily related to their radius of curvature) is very similar. Based on the earlier work of Du et al. (9), we expected 100 bp minicirles to be highly underwound and thus prone to formation of kinks, whereas 106 bp minicircles were expected by us to be nearly relaxed and thus unlikely to form kinks. We expected 108 bp minicircles to show intermediate level of underwinding and we did not know if they should be prone to formation of kinks or not.
Circularization of linear, dsDNA molecules smaller than the persistence length of dsDNA is very inefficient (33) . Monomeric DNA minicircles form only rarely, and the ligation products are dominated by dimers and higher oligomers. However, ssDNA has a much smaller persistence length and, consequently, ssDNA that is 100 nt in length can easily circularize (34). Du et al. (9) introduced a circularization method based on the annealing of two linear ssDNA molecules that have complementary sequences and are phase-shifted by design so that, the ends of one molecule are brought together by annealing to the central part of the other molecule, and vice versa. The method of Du et al. starts with two PCR amplified, linear, blunt-end DNA duplexes that, upon denaturation, produce four ssDNA strands that can anneal to form either the starting blunt-end duplexes (themselves unsuitable as substrates for Taq DNA ligase) or circles with two ligatable nicks placed 180 apart on the circular maps of the formed minicircles. Several denaturation and annealing cycles, each time followed by a 20-min ligation at 65 C by Taq DNA ligase, are needed to convert the majority of the starting material into covalently closed dsDNA minicircles. Using this method, we have prepared DNA minicircles in quantities and purities sufficient for cryo-EM.
In order to determine the magnitude of the torsional stresses sustained within the DNA minicircles we have synthesized, it is necessary to estimate the helical repeat of the linear DNA prior to cyclization because, the extent to which each minicircle is over or underwound is directly related to this value. Numerous studies have established that the helical repeat of DNA can be influenced by DNA sequence, temperature and ionic conditions (35) (36) (37) and so, it is important that we consider these variables in our estimation. Under ionic conditions used for standard biochemical experimentation (e.g. 50 mM Tris, 10 mM MgCl 2 ) and at a temperature of 25 C, natural DNA sequences have been reported to have the helical repeat value of 10.54 AE 0.01 bp/turn (24) . Recent experiments with DNA minicircles ranging from 105 to 130 bp determined their helical repeat to be 10.54 bp/turn at 21 C (33). Based on these results, it is believed that DNA helical repeat is largely independent of the bending stress in the tested size range of DNA circles (33) . Therefore, the helical repeat of the DNA minicircles studied by us is expected to be $10.54 bp/turn under ambient temperature and in standard buffer conditions. Since our experimental ligation reactions were performed at 65 C, this elevated temperature has to be taken into account while calculating the expected linking number (Lk, or the number of helical turns in DNA) for 100-, 106-and 108-bp long DNA molecules that were cyclized at 65 C (for a brief summary of linking number, see Supplementary Data). At 65 C in a buffer used for standard biochemical experimentation, the DNA of this size is far from its melting temperature. In the temperature interval that does not approach the melting temperature of DNA, the increase of temperature from 21
C to 65 C is expected to decrease the average twist angle between the successive base pairs by 0.0105 /bp/ C (38), which in turn will result in a helical repeat of $10.68 bp/turn.
Using the temperature-corrected helical repeat of 10.68 bp/turn, we can now estimate the equilibrium linking number (Lk 0 ) (see Supplementary Data for the definition of Lk 0 ) and the actual Lk of MC100, MC106 and MC108 during their cyclization at 65 C. For MC100, Lk 0 is expected to be 9.36 and, consequently, these minicircles will attain an Lk of 9 during cyclization because, underwinding by 0.36 turns is less energetically costly than overwinding by 0.64 turns (Figure 1 for schematic presentation of under and overwinding needed to form covalently closed DNA minicircles with 100 bp). For MC106, Lk 0 is expected to be 9.92 and thus, the Lk for the circularized minicircles will be 10 since only a minimal overtwisting would be needed to form this topoisomer. Likewise, the expected Lk 0 for MC108 is 10.11 and the 108-bp minicircles will have an Lk of 10. Analysis of ligation reactions by denaturing gel electrophoresis is Figure 1 . Schematic presentation of a nicked DNA minicircle that has a non-integer equilibrium twist. Covalent closure of the nick can only happen when thermal motion aligns the strand ends (demarked with small spheres). This requires that the DNA molecule either untwists or overtwists by a fraction of a turn. For the case shown, untwisting requires a smaller rotation and is thus energetically less expensive than overtwisting. Therefore, the topoisomer resulting due to DNA untwisting will be much more frequent than that resulting from DNA overtwisting.
consistent with our assumptions and shows that we have obtained only one topoisomer for each of the minicircles (Figure 2 ).
Detection of kinked DNA by Bal31 sensitivity assays
Bal31 nuclease provides a powerful tool for detecting helix-destabilized DNA. This enzyme does not act on covalently closed dsDNA molecules that are torsionally relaxed (5, 39) . Bal31 is a known ssDNA exonuclease, capable of endonucleolytic activity on dsDNA containing helical disruptions. Presumably, Bal31 recognizes singlestranded components of melted duplex DNA. Lau and Gray (40) show that torsionally relaxed plasmids are resistant to Bal31 cleavage, whereas, underwound plasmids with superhelical densities as little as À0.02 are recognized as substrates for Bal31. Extremely high levels of overwinding (approximately +0.15) are also capable of producing viable substrates for Bal31 (40) . This conclusion trends well with the single molecule observations from Bryant et al. (15) , which show that overtwisted DNA departs from the elastic regime at torques that are roughly 3.5 times higher than when DNA is untwisted. It is therefore, reasonable to conclude that while the exact structural details of the recognition site for Bal31 are not yet known, the nuclease is capable of at least recognizing helical destabilizations in closed circular substrates. In addition, Lu and Gray note that the degree to which base stacking is interrupted, does not strongly affect the kinetics of Bal31 nuclease activity (41) . Therefore, we conclude that recognition by Bal31 likely reflects DNA duplex melting into locally single-stranded complementary strands, but does not provide information about base stacking integrity. Once the covalently closed DNA is cleaved, the exonucleolytic activity of Bal31 completely digests the DNA.
Du et al. (9) have used Bal31 nuclease to detect helixdestabilized regions that appeared in highly untwisted DNA minicircles. They have observed that 100-bp minicircles were highly sensitive to Bal31 nuclease, whereas, 106-bp minicircles were virtually resistant. The minicircles studied by us, behaved very similarly to those studied by Du et al., despite having a different sequence. As shown in Figure 2 , MC100 proved highly sensitive to Bal31, whereas, MC106 and MC108 (the later size was not investigated by Du et al.) were resistant. We interpret these results as indications that the torsional stress sustained in DNA minicircles is sufficient to induce helix destabilization in MC100, but not in MC106 and MC108.
In order to evaluate the degree to which each minicircle was untwisted during the Bal31 assays, we must take into account that these reactions were performed at 25 C. Therefore, the intrinsic twist of DNA should be $10.55 bp/turn. For MC100, MC106 and MC108, the corresponding Lk 0 values are expected to be 9.48, 10.04 and 10.23, respectively. Since the linking numbers of the minicircles ligated at 65 C were determined by us to be 9, 10 and 10, respectively (see Supplementary Data), we can conclude that the corresponding ÁLk (i.e. the effective deficit of the number of DNA turns) amount to À0.48, À0.04 and À0.23, respectively, during Bal31 digestion at 25 C. In the case of MC100, the ÁLk of À0.48 indicates that the minicircle is underwound by 173 relative to its equilibrium twist, which corresponds to roughly 1.7 /bp. This value exceeds the critical underwinding angle of 0.6 / bp, which in single molecule experiments resulted in underwinding-induced DNA destabilizations (15) . Therefore, it is expected that underwinding within MC100 should result in Bal31 sensitivity. In the case of MC108, a ÁLk of À0.23 means that the DNA is twisted by roughly À0.8 /bp. MC108, therefore, appears at first to exceed the critical unwinding angle needed to destabilize DNA structure. However, it is important to note that the single molecule experiments that determined the critical angle for helix destabilization were performed by keeping linear DNA under a stretching force of 15 pN, so as to avoid the formation of supercoiled plectonemes (15) . Applying a stretching force promotes DNA underwinding (18) and so, the critical underwinding angle for DNA molecules subjected to a tensile force of 15 pN is expected to be smaller than that in DNA molecules that are not stretched by external forces.
To estimate how the critical torque varies as a function of applied tension, we turned to the Coulomb-Mohr failure criterion in classical mechanics (42) . So long as DNA remains elastic and can be approximated as an isotropic and homogeneous rod, the failure criterion describes the loading conditions (in this case, the tension and torsion applied to free ends of DNA) under which DNA transitions into alternate structural conformations. For clarification, we define failure of DNA not as fracture (as for brittle materials), but rather as the departure from DNA elastic behavior. A calculation of the maximum Figure 2 . DNA minicircles with 100, 106 and 108 bp, their purity and their susceptibility to Bal31 digestion. In a 10% denaturing PAGE gel (7 M urea), the denatured linear DNA fragments used as a marker, migrate much quicker than circular, covalently closed DNA minicircles in which the two strands cannot separate in space. Notice the presence of only one topoisomer in each category of minicircles and the sensitivity of minicircles with 100 bp to Bal31 nuclease.
shearing stresses (see Supplementary Data) suggests that the critical torque (and hence the critical twist angle) should increase by $42% in the absence of any tensile loading resulting in a critical unwinding angle of about À0. 9 /bp, which would exceed the unwinding expected in MC108. Setting the critical unwinding angle at about À0.9
/bp would explain why MC108 specimens were resistant to Bal31 nuclease under conditions applied here. It is also possible though, that there were helix distortions in MC108 specimens but they were less pronounced and thus, not recognized by Bal31 nuclease. When considering the critical unwinding angle of DNA using classical mechanics theory of elastic rods, one should keep in mind that such treatment at best, approximates what happens to DNA at the atomistic level. In addition, the calculation described above applies for perfectly straight DNA, and any effects of bending are not considered.
Cryo-EM studies of DNA minicircles with kinked regions
To characterize the effect of kinked regions on DNA bending, we directly observed the shape of DNA minicircles by cryo-EM. Cryo-EM has the advantage of permitting visualization of DNA molecules without surface adsorption or staining. Thin layers of DNA solutions are rapidly cryo-vitrified and the molecules maintain the 3D shape they had in solution just before the cryo-vitrification (43) . The specimen is then introduced to a pre-cooled, transmission electron microscope and is imaged in the cryo-vitrified state. Two images of the same specimen are taken at two different tilt angles, allowing us to reconstruct the 3D trajectories of individual DNA minicircles from the resulting stereo pair of micrographs (28, 43) (Figure 3 ). For purposes of this study, we assume that the mass of a DNA minicircle is equally redistributed along its contour length, and define ellipticity as the ratio of the lengths of the long and middle principal axes of rotation of the reconstructed 3D shape. As the shapes of reconstructed minicircles were nearly planar (see Supplementary Figure S1 ), this ratio is very close to the ratio between the lengths of the major and minor axis of a planar ellipse that would best approximate the shape of a given minicircle. The ellipticity is a robust, global parameter that is convenient to calculate from the 3D reconstruction (39) .
3D reconstruction of DNA molecules from cryo-EM micrographs is especially delicate for very small DNA molecules. A reconstruction error of the order of just 1 nm can significantly distort the overall shape of DNA minicircles having a radius of $5 nm. In the case of nearly perfect circles, the reconstruction error can only increase the ellipticity of the reconstructed shapes and thus, acts as a systematic error. The semi-automatic reconstruction program used by us (28) requires user input to indicate several points along the contour of a circular molecule on the two stereo micrographs. The obtained 3D shape is affected by the initial choice of these points. Therefore, independent reconstructions from the same pair of micrographs differ from each other and the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the two reconstructions is of the order of 1 nm (28). In addition, low contrast images, such as these obtained by cryo-EM of unstained DNA molecules create a risk that the reconstruction program may locally trace spurious contaminations producing regions with increased contrast and therefore, result in tracings significantly deviating from the actual contour of DNA molecules. To diminish the possibility that larger than usual reconstruction errors of some molecules could significantly affect the mean parameters of the reconstructed shapes of the investigated DNA minicircles, we decided to eliminate from consideration, the outliers with the ellipticity values exceeding 1 SD from the mean. The outliers constituted up to 30% of reconstructed shapes of a given category of DNA minicircles. The remaining reconstructions are shown in Figure 3 along with their measured ellipticities. We can see that MC106 and MC108 are close to a perfect circle (the ellipticity value of a perfect circle is 1), whereas, the significantly underwound MC100 are highly elliptical. This result indicates that the negative torsional stress sustained within MC100, previously shown to result in sensitivity to Bal31 nuclease, also leads to the creation of easily bendable sites that permit the molecules to minimize their bending energy by adopting elongated, elliptical shapes.
It needs to be added here that by removing outliers from further analysis, we could have also removed the minicircles that indeed showed a shape much different from the typical shape for a given sample as would be the case, e.g. if some of MC100 molecules at the moment of imaging had only one kink. However, as the outliers resulting from reconstruction errors can be interpreted as those resulting from molecules showing less or more kinks, the statistics aimed to quantify the frequency of rare kinking states would be not reliable. For this reason, we focused our analysis on the typical molecules represented in a given sample.
Brownian dynamics simulations of shapes of DNA minicircles with and without hyperflexible sites
Our cryo-EM studies showed that strongly underwound MC100 adopt shapes with the mean ellipticity of about 1.3, while less underwound MC108 and MC106 remain nearly circular and show the mean ellipticity of about 1.1 ( Figure 3) . As measured by a non-parametric KolmogorovSmirnov test, the ellipticity between MC100 and either MC106 or MC108 is significantly different at a confidence limit of 99 and 98%, respectively (Supplementary Table S1 ). As discussed above, we propose that the high ellipticity of 100-bp DNA minicircles arose as a result of underwinding-induced destabilization of the DNA helix. We hypothesized that these destabilized sites in DNA, in turn, conferred enhanced local bending flexibility to the minicircles. To test this hypothesis, we used Brownian dynamics simulations to systematically explore the effects of introducing highly flexible sites into DNA minicircles.
One important factor determining the shape of small circular DNA molecules is the electrostatic repulsion between DNA segments, which depends directly on the concentration of shielding counterions (salts) in solution. A flexible site will bend less in the presence of a strong repulsive force and therefore, it is important to estimate the concentration of counterions in the final state of cryo-EM preparation. For rapid cryo-vitrification during cryo-EM preparation, it is necessary that DNA solutions form very thin films spanning holes in perforated carbon support. Due to the very high surface-to-volume ratio of these thin films, evaporative losses are important and amount to between 50% and 80% of the sample volume during preparation (44) . Since salts do not evaporate, their concentration will greatly increase. Unfortunately, it is currently not possible to know the extent of evaporation in individual preparations. Since DNA minicircles were originally suspended in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA), we estimate that the electrostatic repulsion in imaged specimens corresponds to that experienced by DNA molecules suspended in a solution containing 20-50 mM NaCl. To cover this range of electrostatic repulsion, we performed Brownian dynamics simulations at conditions corresponding to 20 and to 50 mM NaCl.
We first modeled the situation corresponding to that expected for 106-bp minicircles that are torsionally relaxed. Figure 4A shows representative images from such simulations performed under conditions mimicking the effect of 50 mM NaCl. Due to thermal motion, the modeled molecules deviate from perfectly circular configurations and have a mean ellipticity value of 1.126 AE 0.002. Simulations mimicking the effect of 20 mM NaCl gave a slightly lower ellipticity of 1.121 AE 0.002. These ellipticity values agree with those measured for MC106 as measured by cryo-EM and 3D reconstruction.
We, then applied our computational model to the case of MC100, first considering the ellipticity that would be expected if the untwisted DNA minicircle did not contain hyperflexible, stress-induced structures. Figure 4B shows representative images of 100-bp DNA minicircles with ÁLk of À0.5 thermally fluctuating under conditions mimicking the effect of 50 mM NaCl. The modeled molecules very slightly writhed (Wr % À0.016) but remained largely circular, experiencing a mean ellipticity of 1.140 AE 0.002. Changing the simulation conditions to those corresponding to 20 mM NaCl gave practically the same ellipticity of Figure 3 . A stereo pair of cryo-EM images of DNA minicircles with 100 bp and a gallery of reconstructed shapes of DNA minicircles with 100, 106 and 108 bp. The mean ellipticity value, the error of the mean determination and the standard deviation () of individual ellipticity values for each type of minicircle is indicted. The magnification bar corresponds to 40 nm. To aid readers to perceive the minicircles on intrinsically low contrast cryo-EM images, some of minicircles are boxed with a region with enhanced contrast.
1.133 AE 0.002. Since the cryo-EM measured ellipticity of MC100 is significantly >1.14, we can discount the formal possibility that MC100 adopt highly elliptical shapes only due to out-of-plane bending (writhing). Importantly, these simulations also establish that the MC100 ellipticity cannot be achieved under thermal energy alone if the DNA structure remains in the elastic regime. These simulation results are not only important for the interpretation of the cryo-EM images of MC100, but also of MC108. As previously discussed for MC108, the ÁLk of À0.23 is likely to be insufficient to induce the formation of kinked sites. The fact that the observed MC108 ellipticity is similar to that of the DNA minicircles modeled as not undergoing kinking, suggests that MC108 (like the torsionally relaxed MC106) does not contain stress induced, distortions of DNA helix that enhance bending flexibility.
To consider the implications of hyperflexible sites appearing in DNA minicircles, we then modeled MC100 that contained one site that is very flexible to bending. The flexible site was modeled as having the flexibility of two ssDNA that are not hydrogen bonded. We observed that, despite the very high flexibility placed at one site in the minicircle, the modeled DNA molecules were much less elliptical than MC100 observed by cryo-EM. We then considered the effects of the torsional stress that could remain in a 100-bp minicircle after two dinucleotide steps transitioned from right-to left-handed helical structure resulting in a change of ÁLk from À0.48 to À0.14. At 50 mM NaCl, the corresponding ellipticity of minicircles modeled with one flexible site and a ÁLk of À0.14 yields a mean ellipticity of 1.193 AE 0.003 (Figure 4 C) . At 20 mM NaCl, the ellipticity declines to 1.172 AE 0.003. These results indicate that individual hyperflexible sites in 100-bp minicircles are not sufficient to permit the molecules to take highly elliptical shape with the ellipticity of 1.3 as observed for MC100 (Figure 3) . Interestingly, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations suggested that when DNA minicircles are highly untwisted, two kinks can form at sites located 180 apart, along the circumference of a minicircle (10, 45) . We therefore modeled a DNA minicircle that contains two highly flexible sites placed diametrically across the minicircle ( Figure 4D ). The mean ellipticity of these minicircles was measured to be 1.391 AE 0.005 for conditions corresponding to 50 mM NaCl and 1.330 AE 0.004 in the presence of 20 mM NaCl. The later ellipticity value nearly coincides with the ellipticity of MC100 observed by cryo-EM (Figure 3 ). Our simulations show that the ellipticity values observed by cryo-EM imaging of MC100 can be obtained by accounting for the effects of two highly bendable sites located at opposite sites of the minicircle (Supplementary Figure S2) . Therefore, we interpret our results as strongly suggesting that MC100 molecules adopt a structure with two oppositely located kinks.
We were intrigued by the possible formation of two torsionally destabilized regions in MC100, since in general, the junctions between two types of DNA structures, such as B and Z-DNA, e.g. (46) , are energetically costly. Therefore, we rather expected one longer region with L-DNA character flanked by two junctions, than two separate, short L-DNA regions with four flanking junctions, in total. Considering possible reasons why minicircles could have two regions, where the DNA exits its elastic regime, we noticed that in our simulated DNA minicircles with one highly flexible site (Figure 4 C) , the region that is diametrically opposed to this site experiences a significantly higher bending stress than in minicircles without very flexible bending sites ( Figure 5 ). Therefore, formation of the first kink in a minicircle, despite lowering the overall bending energy of a minicircle, leads to a local increase of the bending stress in the region opposing the kink and may in turn lead to formation of a second kink. Considering MC100 a uniformly elastic ring but having one hinge of high flexibility, we calculated that the curvature in the region opposite the hinge should be as high as in torsionally relaxed DNA minicircles with $76 bp. High curvature of DNA can itself lead to DNA kinking. Du et al. (9) determined that the critical DNA curvature that is sufficient to cause DNA kinking, lies between curvature of minicircles with 65 and 85 bp. Therefore, it is possible that the curvature arising in a minicircle after the first kink is sufficient to cause a second kink due to high bending stress alone. Even if the curvature opposite the kink site does not reach the point where the curvature is alone sufficient to cause kinking, one has to take into account that underwound DNA molecules with torsionally destabilized DNA regions still maintain a significant level of unrelaxed torsional stress. Du et al. (9) showed that critical bending angle needed to induce kinking is greatly reduced if the molecules are underwound. Therefore, we believe that simulations results presented in Figure 5 support our proposal that, first kinking in DNA minicircles can induce second kinking located 180 apart along the circumference of the minicircle.
We need to stress here that, our simulations only demonstrate the consequences of the presence of flexible regions in the DNA irrespective of their detailed structural characteristics. Based on our simulations, we are unable to say whether the flexible sites have single-stranded character, or are composed of duplex DNA regions with unstacked base pairs. However, based on Bal31 sensitivity of kinked molecules and knowing that this enzyme preferentially acts on DNA regions with single-stranded character, we tend toward an interpretation involving local base separation in at least one of the kinks in doubly kinked minicircles.
DISCUSSION
By circularizing short DNA molecules that differed in their length by a fraction of one helical turn, we obtained DNA minicircles with varying levels of stored torsional energy. DNA minicircles produced with 106 bp (MC106) and 108 bp (MC108) were designed to be less untwisted than their 100-bp counterpart (MC100). In an attempt to assay for the presence of disrupted DNA structures in these minicircles, we incubated each minicircle in the presence of an enzyme (Bal31 nuclease) that is known to specifically digest non-canonical DNA structures. Owing to their resistance to degradation by Bal31 nuclease, we concluded that MC106 and MC108 did not contain torsionally destabilized DNA regions that would be sensitive to Bal31 nuclease. Using cryo-EM imaging in combination with 3D reconstruction, these minicircles were shown to adopt nearly circular shapes. We have further shown through Brownian dynamics simulations that the small levels of ellipticity that were observed in MC106 and MC108 are well within the range that is expected for thermally fluctuating DNA minicircles of this size, even if they are torsionally stressed. In sharp contrast to the less underwound DNA minicircles, MC100 molecules were underwound by nearly half of a helical turn. It is important to note that such a level of underwinding is likely to be higher than that typically maintained in the cell on a global level. However, it has been shown that the degree to which DNA can be locally underwound can be transiently higher than global levels (47) . Since locally enhanced levels of torsional stress can induce the formation of non-canonical DNA structures (6, 48) , MC100 can be used as a model system to study these stress-induced structures under conditions that may be transiently present in vivo. As demonstrated here, the elevated level of negative torsional stress in MC100 resulted in the formation of kinked regions that were sensitive to Bal31 nuclease. Based in part on results from previous work characterizing the helical pitch of kinked, untwisted DNA (15), we estimated that disruptions to the helical structure of MC100 should not involve more than two dinucleotide steps due to passing from a right-handed helix with about 10.5 bp/ turn to a left-handed arrangement with $13 bp/turn, the extent of underwinding will be reduced by 62 for each affected dinucleotide stack. As discussed previously, the untwisted MC100 has been estimated to sustain a total twist deficit of 173
. A switch of two dinucleotide stacks from right-to left-handed geometry will reduce the twist deficit to 49 , which would be sufficient to ensure that the twisting angle in the remaining portion of right-handed DNA remains below the critical underwinding angle of Figure 5 . High-bending stress is induced in DNA minicircles in the region placed 180 apart from a highly flexible kink site. Brownian dynamics simulations were used to measure the bending angles between 1 nm-long segments of simulated DNA minicircles. The blue line shows the average bending angles between successive segments measured at sequential 34 vertices of a modeled DNA minicircle with ÁLk = À0.5 that was simulated, assuming that the DNA does not exit its elastic regime (the situation presented in Figure 4B ). The red line shows the corresponding bending angles in modeled DNA minicircles where highly flexible site is placed between segments 4 and 5 (the situation presented in Figure 4C ). Notice that a region placed opposite the highly flexible kink shows a higher bending angle than these observed in modeled minicircles that were not permitted to relax their bending stress by formation of a kink. The green line shows the corresponding bending angles in modeled DNA minicircles with two highly flexible sites placed in opposite location (the situation presented in Figure 4D ). Notice the bending stress in the remaining portions of the DNA is relieved only after the formation of a second kink. 0.6 /bp (15) . We observed using cryo-EM that 100-bp DNA minicircles adopted a strongly elliptical shape that is consistent with a model in which kinked sites in DNA are highly flexible to bending. Since MC100 is the smallest of the three minicircles tested, one possible explanation accounting for the appearance of stress-induced, highly flexible sites in MC100 is that the bending energy sustained within the minicircle is sufficient to precipitate the transition into an alternative DNA conformation. However, although MC100 sustains higher magnitudes of bending stress than MC106 and MC108, it was shown by Du et al. (9) that 85-bp minicircles do not undergo inelastic kinking due to bending alone. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the flexible sites observed in MC100 arise simply due to bending alone. We expect that kinking occurs preferentially at sites that are easily meltable; however, the resolution of cryo-EM does not permit us to relate the DNA sequence to observed sites of kinks.
To provide support for our conclusion that kinked regions are highly flexible to bending, we performed Brownian dynamics simulations of DNA minicircles. Our numerical model predicts the 3D shape of DNA minicircles under thermal energy alone, and considers cases where the DNA structure was either uniformly elastic (as with canonical DNA) or contains one or more hyperflexible sites (as we expect for DNA containing localized, kinks). To our surprise, simulations revealed that under the conditions present during cryo-EM, one highly flexible site is not sufficient to permit the modeled DNA minicircles to adopt the degree of ellipticity observed for MC100 (Supplementary Figure S1) . Influenced by recent atomistic simulations demonstrating the formation of two kinks in underwound DNA minicircles (10,45), we performed additional Brownian dynamics simulations of DNA minicircles containing two highly flexible sites that are located at opposite points along the circumference of the minicircle. Indeed, the modeled minicircles with two highly flexible sites adopted shapes with similar ellipticities to MC100. Our simulations suggest that the creation of a first hyperflexible site in a DNA minicircle induces high curvature within the region opposite the initial kink, triggering the formation of a second kink in a cooperative manner. Figure 6 presents our model for structural cooperativity during kinking at distant sites in small DNA loops (also, see Movie S1 in Supplementary Data). Here, we illustrate a 100-bp DNA minicircle that is simulated by a numerical, elastic rod model. As previously discussed, a minicircle of this size is strongly bent but does not kink due to bending alone. As negative torsional stress is increased in this highly bent minicircle, the helical structure of DNA locally destabilizes and a kink is formed ( Figure 6A-C) . As the bending energy within the entire minicircle equilibrates, the unkinked portion of the DNA adopts a teardrop-like conformation in which the local bending curvature nearest to the kink is reduced and gradually increases as a function of contour distance from the kinked site ( Figure 6D ). Although the formation of a first kink reduces the overall bending energy within the minicircle, the resulting distribution of bending curvatures localizes the maximal bending stresses in the region of the minicircle farthest from the first kink ( Figure 6E ). This concentrated, local bending stress, in turn, provides an energetic bias for a second kink to form opposite the first kink ( Figure 6F ). It should be noted that this process would only be enhanced by negative torsional stress remaining in the minicircle after formation of the first kink.
Our interpretation that underwound 100-bp minicircles adopt configurations with two diametrically opposed kinks originated from numerical simulations using Brownian dynamics. However, these simulations are fundamentally a coarse-grained approach that may not adequately reflect structural changes at the level of individual base pairs. Very recently, Mitchell et al. (10) applied atomistic simulations to investigate the effect of torsional stress on DNA minicircles that were $100 bp in size. DNA minicircles that were underwound comparably with MC100 revealed local torsional destabilization in which, two consecutive base stacks switched from right-to left-handed winding (10) . This number of switched stacks Figure 6 . Principle of cooperative kinking. (A) In a DNA minicircle with high but subcritical curvature, a flexible site is induced. This site could arise due to kinking resulting, e.g. from dissociation of some proteins that constrain negative supercoiling. (B and C) Upon formation of a hyperflexible site (kink), the curvature near this site decreases but the curvature in the region placed opposite the kink increases well above the curvature present in the minicircles before formation of the first kink. (D) The second kink is formed opposite the first one as soon as this region will reach the critical curvature needed to induce kinking or when the combined effect of bending and torsional stress are sufficient to trigger destabilization of the DNA helix. (E) The minicircle relaxes into an elliptical shape, allowing dissipation of the bending strain. The curvature is color coded from red (low) to blue (high) and the flexible junctions are shown in green. The images represent selected images from an animation obtained using our Brownian dynamics simulation where, for the purpose of eliminating contributions from thermal energy, we have set the temperature to 0 K. The entire animation is available as Movie S1 in Supplementary Data.
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